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Junior School One-to-One Programme 
 

Overview  
 
At All Saints we recognise that mobile, personal computing is the way of the future. We believe that 
students should be able to access digital educational information, resources and tools anywhere and 
at any time. To accomplish this we are running a BYOD programme with iPads for all Year 4 students 
and this programme has been operating since 2014. The students will utilise these devices throughout 
the final three years of their Junior School education. 
 

Why the iPad? 
 
An iPad is more mobile and intuitive than a laptop. It requires less technical knowledge and program 
specific skills. This means that the emphasis can be on the learning not the technology. 
The advantage of the iPad over other tablet devices is that it is the market leader with thousands of 
educational Apps already in existence. It has excellent service support and the majority of our families 
already have one. 
 
Benefits of the iPad as a learning tool include: 

1. Highly portable 
2. 10 hour battery life 
3. Intuitive operating system 
4. Enormous choice of Educational Apps   
5. Facilitates delivery of curriculum 
6. Convenient, light weight 
7. Personalised device with a strong sense of ownership (care). 
8. Easy access to digital resources and research tools 
9. Promotes participation and engagement 
10. Prepares students for the real world of cyber access 

 

Which iPad? 
 
If parents are about to purchase a device, we advise any iPad from the iPad Air model up with          
32GB and a keyboard. However parents should consider the requirement needs at home as 64GB 
might offer extra flexibility. IPad minis do not meet our requirements. 
The iPad does not need 3G/4G capability. In fact if your machine has 3G/4G capability we ask for this 
to be disabled at School so that we are assured that students are accessing digital content through 
our system which has various filters to block unacceptable content. 
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Safe and Responsible Use 
 

• Each family is responsible for insurance and maintenance of their own machine. Many  
household policies now cover mobile devices. New machines come with a 12 month       
warranty and additional warranties can be purchased for those who want this through  
Apple. 

• We recommend that an individual iPad cover is purchased for your machine. The style and  
colour of the cover is up to each individual.  

• At home we strongly suggest a digital curfew for students. 
• We ask that each iPad comes to school fully charged each day. We suggest that iPads and   

any other electronic equipment (mobile phones etc.) are charged in the kitchen each       
evening as a standard procedure for your family and that students do not have access to    
them in their bed rooms once the curfew has commenced. This will help parents greatly    
with any compulsion for students to contact each other via social media once the evening   
has commenced. 

• Our Wi-Fi filters only allow access to school approved social media applications. Students   
who use social media  sites outside the school environment should be conscious of the age 
restrictions placed on many of these sites.  Most sites require users to be 13 years of age. This 
is a parental responsibility. Please see attached All Saints Social Media Policy. 

• iPads are not to be used at school outside class time. They should arrive in school bags and 
move straight from bags to the classroom. They are not to be used before school, at break  
times or after school. When not in use iPads should be stored in the assigned space. The class 
teacher will lock the room during break times. At the end of the day iPads should be 
transferred to school bags and not be removed until the students reach home. They should 
not be used on school busses or whilst waiting to be picked up. 

• Each iPad will need an Apple ID (iTunes account) to allow Apps to be downloaded to the    
machine. Parents may wish to investigate the family sharing opportunities from iTunes         
https://www.apple.com/icloud/family-sharing/ where parents can create a student’s own   
Apple ID linked to the family group allowing them to control purchases, and content through   
Restrictions on the IOS device or through parental controls in iTunes. 

• Students do not need any experience with iPads prior to the start of the school year. The   
class teachers will introduce all the necessary skills to their students as part of the       
introduction to the iPad program. 

• Class teachers will also assist students to set up their iPads to connect with the School       
system in the first days of the new school year. 

• We recommend that the iPad be backed up regularly. 

Further Suggestions For Home Use 
 

• Parents should ensure that there are adequate content filters in place for their home       Wi-
Fi so that what can be accessed at home via the iPad is controlled.   

• As with the home computer, the iPad should be used in an open area where it can be easily 
monitored. 

• Ensure that the iPad is not in your child’s bedroom after homework is completed (digital 
curfew). 

• Take an interest in what your child is doing on their iPad. Ask them to show you what they  
have learned and which tools they are using. 

• Respond with consequences if the device is not being used in an appropriate manner.  
Consequences could include totally monitored use, restricted use, a total ban at home and/or 
meeting with the teacher to discuss a way forward. 

https://www.apple.com/icloud/family-sharing/
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Apps For 2017  
 
Information will be forwarded to you at the commencement of the new year. Could you please load 
the free Apps in Attachment 1 prior to the start of the new academic year. 
 

Acceptable Use Policy 
 
The School reserves the right to limit or remove iPad usage rights at school of any student who uses 
their iPad in a manner that contravenes our Acceptable Use Policy. Breaches of this policy that may be 
seen to harm other students or the reputation of the School may result in more serious disciplinary 
action. We ask each student and their parents to sign off on this Acceptable Use Policy: see 
Attachment 3. 
 
Students need to keep themselves safe and be good digital citizens by not: 
 

1. Using the iPad to violate or infringe upon the rights of any other person, including harassment 
and the right to privacy. 

2. Accessing or sharing objectionable, inappropriate or illegal material. 

3. Storing on the iPad any inappropriate material including images, movies, audio or music. 

4. Accessing another student’s (or staff member’s) iPad or Apple ID. 

5. Attempting to breach the School’s network security. 

6. Bypassing the School’s network security via 3G/4G, wireless hotspot devices or tethering. 

7. Jail breaking the iPad. 

8. Forwarding chain emails or user group email lists inappropriately. 

9. Copying or downloading commercial software or media (music/video) in violation of federal 
copy right laws. 

10. Share their passwords with anyone other than their parents and teacher. 

11. Use the device’s camera to take inappropriate photos /videos, or photos/videos of another 
person without their permission. 
 
Students must also agree to tell their parents or a responsible adult if anything happens on-
line that makes them feel uncomfortable, upset or sad. They should also understand that 
anything they write in an email or post on-line is there forever and can be retrieved by their 
parents and teachers. 

Frequently Asked Questions 
 
Do I need a Wi-Fi internet connection at home? 
Whilst many of the Apps that we ask to be downloaded onto the iPad will work independently of the 
internet, we suggest that all families have a wireless internet connection at home. The plan you choose 
is dependent on how much internet your family will use. 
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Do I need a case to protect the iPad? 
Yes. We recommend that all iPads have a case to protect the device from damage. The colour and 
style of the case is an individual choice for each student/family but please be mindful that it is the 
screen and the corners of the device that need the most protection.  Please ensure the case is 
headphone friendly. We also recommend a case with integrated keyboard to assist with typing. 

 
How often will I need to purchase a new iPad? 
We consider the iPad to be a three year device.  This is the generally agreed life span of such devices 
before new technology out strips their usability. The iPad program will run for the final three years of 
your child’s Junior School education at All Saints.   

 
Can parents control the use of the iPad at home including which Apps are installed? 
Yes, it is important that children use these devices responsibly and we can provide advice to parents in 
this area. Parents have the ability to set restrictions through the iPad settings and configuration. See 
attachment. 
 
My child already has an iPad, can they use this instead of purchasing a new one? 
Yes. If your child has an iPad Air or above it will be able to do all the functions that we require and run 
all the Apps we are asking parents to download. 
 
What do I do if the iPad is lost, stolen or broken? 
We suggest that you look carefully at your current insurance cover to see if such a device is covered for 
theft or loss.  Apple offer extended warranty programs for new purchases. We will have a spare iPad in 
each room for short term use but for long term replacement the purchase of a new machine may be 
necessary. 
 
Will the iPad be safe at school? 
Students will bring their iPad in their bag directly from home and place them straight into the 
classrooms. The same process should occur at the end of each day with the device moving from the 
bag into the home. iPads are not to be used at break times (unless under the direction of a teacher) or 
used directly before or after school. Classrooms will be locked at break times and there will be no 
student access. Students are not to access or touch anyone else’s iPad. Even having all of these 
procedures in place, accidents can happen- so again, insurance is at the discretion of each family. 
 
What do I do as a parent if I don’t understand what my child is doing or can’t work the 
device? 
We will be offering support sessions at school to any families who require assistance with setting up 
their child’s iPad at the beginning of Term 1. 

 
What if my question wasn't answered here?  
 

Please ask!  We understand that there may be some concerns and questions not included in this 
document. We welcome input from parents and will add parents’ questions to this document. If you 
have any further general questions or concerns about Junior School BYOD program please contact 
Mrs. Shelley Travers- Head of Junior School. 
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